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Text 



To question the condition of the American city requires one to first 

confirm its intrinsic contradictions, to fix upon them in the space of the 

city. Only then can architecture confront its antagonist directly. 

The monumental urban space has been the traditional (and revived) 

mode of inquiry for any exploration of the physical manifestation of public 

values. This investigation will pursue a similar line of exploration, 

considering the public realm of the American city in the context of the 

monumental setting, intent on addressing the particularity of the truly 

American urban paradox. The fundamental premise of this investigation is 

the recognition of two strongly contradictory phenomena: first, the 

Classical, European roots of America’s urban centers, including their rapid 

growth within traditional urbanistic models during the nineteenth- and 

early-twentieth centuries; and second, the American cultural sensibility 

which has grown increasingly anti-urban, an apparently immutable 

evolution of its own Enlightenment origins, reaching its greatest fruition 



in the absolute personal liberty of the city-edge, the suburban fringe. 

This contradiction may be typified as a conflict of collective 

expression and individual freedom, stemming from the foundations of 

America's political structure. It is desirable to clarify the effect of this 

contradiction on American urbanism by tracing its permutations in the 

monumental urban settings which have developed in American history. 

The beginning of this development is most certainly the plan for the 

University of Virginia by Jefferson, the “sublime spatial model of the 

(American) city."I Jefferson's analogous public space is a complex 

composition of four essential civic elements: the monumental 

institutional building, the individual (private) buildings, the arcade (the 

street armature), and the green lawn (public common space). Their 

arrangement creates a suggestive balance of public decorum and private 

caprice: 
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"...a reconciliation of the mobility of values with the 

stability of principles, the individual impulse—always 

stimulated to the point of anarchy or neurosis—with 

the social dimension."2 

It B this balance which will become crucial to the formation of 

maranental public space in the American city. 

Thus, what has been considered by some as the primary American 

masnental setting is greatly dependent upon this balance of public and 

piMe: the commercial Main Street draws its viability from the 

sisîtaneous importance of individual capitalist freedom and the 

nessity of collective expression for communal and economic survival in 

afcutier environment. This balance becomes legible in the vitality and 

dSfcult unity of Main Street which prompted Robert Venturi to proclaim 

iUSnost all-right.* Alas, it is a fragile balance which seems to have 

bestost, as Main Street survives only as an image, not as a commercially 
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or socially viable alternative, useful only as a marketing gimmick for 

individual corporations to exploit for its nostalgic evocation. 

Just as Main Street provided a public armature to be infilled by 

private businesses and shops, its multiplication into the grid-iron street 

plan (dependent as it was upon Jefferson’s nation-wide planning grid) 

created a framework intended for the private infill spurred by land 

speculation. The resultant armature, however, was not able to positivly 

assert the balance which was so essential to the success of the earlier 

spatial models, leading eventually to the oppression of the laissez-faire 

industrial city. The progressive reaction to the privatized city fabric of 

the laissez-faire was the re-instating of a primary public expression into 

the grid-iron plan: as in Jefferson's analogous public green, the 

progressive reform park became an essential urban element in the 

difficult order of communal and individual imperatives. It was an act of 

Enlightenment resistance to the increasing privatization of the public 
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realm. 

What followed the parks movement, while appearing on the surface to 

be a continuation of its Enlightenment ideals, was to eventually lead to 

the obliteration of the aforementioned balance of civic expression and 

individual interests: the beginning of the transformation and subsumption 

of the public framework by the private realm is marked by the emergence 

of the City Beautiful movement. The attempt at beautifying the squalor of 

the industrial city, while seemingly good-intentioned private philanthropy, 

was generally implemented by an oligarchy of corporate heads (members 

of the Commercial Club and the Merchants Club in Chicago, for example) 

who controlled the machinery of the laissez-faire city through rampant 

political corruption. The lessons of the 1893 World's Fair went far beyond 

the stylistic illusion of the classical city reborn: the world-wide success 

of the Fair fed a self-concious hunger for national, civic and individual 

pride. It was an international recognition of the growing power of 

Corporate America. 
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îf we return for a moment to Jefferson's model, we can surmise that 

Serialm of the private--the individual building—and the framework of 

2*public realm have become, following the implementation of City 

Mful programs, increasingly controlled by private interests. In 

ffiion, one might continue the argument to posit the eventual take-over 

sfaren the primacy of the monumental institution, leaving only thé 

a&oe central greenspace of Jefferson's village to express the collective 

jfficance (though, importantly, in an Enlightenment context) of the 

jBt realm. However, coeval to this levelling of the private realm and 

Sialic armature, the central greenspace has been spread to the edges, 

^selectivity fragmented1: hierarchy falls into anarchy. 
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The exploration of the condition of the city and the condition of 

architecture begins with a locus for these contradictions; a site for the 

design thesis. Chicago's Congress parkway is chosen for its very rich 

overlay of the transformational programs of American urban history. It is 

at once the City Beautiful ideal drawn up by Daniel Burnham in 1909; the 

radical and violent attempt at implementing such civic plans into the 

fabric of the laissez-faire city; a parkway (in name only, however) 

representing the intention of extending grand public lakefront park 

westward into the city; and again the radical and violent intervention of 

the Superhighway, the river of automobiles which brings the EDGE of the 

city—roadtown—into the CENTER. 

It is the confrontation of CENTER and EDGE that contains the most 

pressing urgency, for it embodies pertinent conditions of both the city and 

architecture. At the CENTER lies traditional understandings of urbanism 

and the autonomous language of architecture: the CENTER is rational. 
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his&ical, and hierarchical. The EDGE, of course, is the limits of the city, 

theSounds of a language of architecture. The CENTER is retrenchment, 

wâ&the EDGE is transgression. But the EDGE, it seems, is the rule of the 

Arasican city: 

"the striking thing is the lightness, the fragility.... 

The (city) has no weight, it seems barely to rest on 

soil...born temporary (it has) stayed that way....The 

result is a moving landscape for its inhabitants, 

American cities change faster than their ihabitants 

do, and it is the inhabitants who outlive the cities.... 

for them (the city) is mainly a future; what they 

like in the city is everything it has not yet become 

and everything it can be....The past does not manifest 

itself in them as it does in Europe, through public 

monuments, but through survivals...These are there simply 

because no one has taken the time to tear them down, 
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and as a kind of indication of work to be done.... 

In America...frai1 and temporary, formless and 

unfinished, they are haunted by the presence of 

the immense geographical space surrounding them... 

The cities are open, open to the world, and to the 

future. This is what gives them their adventurous 

look, and even...a touching beauty."^ 

How can one recognize the condition of the American city given 

CENTER-architecture's apparant lack of preparedness to confront its 

antagonist--the EDGE. 

The proposal of this thesis is to add a layer to this palimpsest of 

Congress Parkway with another contradiction: To reintroduce an 

intervention of the CENTER into this landscape of the 

EDGE-1N-THE-CENTER. A new Central Public Library becomes the vehicle 

for an exploration of the complex problem of representation in this 
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context: the representation of the hierarchical institution and the public 

realm in the city center when confronted by the city-edge. 
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Design Program 



Thesis Program: 

Arts and Letters Division— 90.219 

The Arts and Letters Division encompasses a wide range of subjects 
falling generally into the area of the visual, performing and literary arts. 
For programming ease, this division is presented in two major sections: 
Literature and Languages, and Visual and Performing Arts. 

Literature and Languages: 

Reading Areas/Reference Centers/Open Stacks 26.426 

Closed Stacks 2.145 

Conference Rooms 700 

Administration 5.142 

Visual and Performing Arts: 

Reading Areas/Reference Centers/Open Stacks 27.402 

Closed Stacks 10,004 

Conference Rooms 600 

Special Rooms 12.525 

Administration 5.277 

Business/Science/Technology Division— 62.156 

The Business/Sdence/Technology Division provides materials and 
services to support the professional, vocational and recreational interests of 
its patrons. Most of the BST Division materials are reference and do not 
ordinarily leave the division. A collection of circulating material located in 
the BST Circulating-Reading Room is found inside the entrance to the 
division and seperated from the Reference Use Only areas. This division 
has a single closed stack area. 



The Library Copy Center is for the use of all library patrons. The 
library staff will copy periodicals, microfilm, microfiche and other 
materials within the boundaries of legal copyright practice. In addition, 
photocopy machines will continue to be available throughout the library 
for patron use. 

Reading Areas/Reference Centers/Qpen Stacks 46.330 

Closed Stacks 6.2 7S 

Conference Rooms 600 

Special Rooms 2.S70 

Administration 6,363 

General Information Services Division— 46.001 

The General Information Services Division is organized into four 
units of service: Bibliographic and Interlibrary Loan Center; Information 
Center; Newspapers and General Periodicals; and the Cirulation Department 
The Division also maintains several service points for public access: a 
Directional Desk for the entire Central Library; a telephone reference 
center; Circulation Check-out/Registration and Check-in counters; a 
newspaper/magazine counter; and the General Reference/Information 
Center for GIS. It is important that staff work areas be convenient to 
public service points. Although seperated functionally by unit in this 
program, all administrative support areas should be combined into one 
large staff workspace in the floor plans. 

The general nature of the collections and services provided by the 
General Information Services Division make it essential that this division 
be located at the entrance to the Library. The Directional Desk should be 
located in the main lobby and the Circulation counters should interact with 
the library entrance in a manner which facilitates traffic flow while 
providing security. Within the GIS, the library catalog (PAC) should be 
immediatly available and highly visible, as should the General 
Reference/Information Center. 
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There are four primary public service functions of the Circulation 
Department Patrons: return materials at the entrance to the library; and 
check out library materials; register for library cards; and register to vote 
at the eat to the library. (Musical recordings and scores circulate directly 
from the Film/Video Center). In addition, the cirulation staff sorts and 
distributes all returned materials. For the highest efficiency, without using 
valuable first-floor space, the sorting area can be located in the basement 
close to the freight elevator. 

The Orientation Theater, on the first floor of the library and close 
to the entrance, will be the first introduction to library services for many 
patrons. It will have a continuously running video unless a special 
orientation session is in progress. 

Special Rooms 24,196 

Closed Stacks _§2i5 

Conference Rooms 600 

Administration 15,190 

Government Publications Department— 30,5.32. 

The Government Publications Department specializes in providing 
government-produced publications and information to the public. This 
department is a library within a library,' as staff is completely responsible 
for reference, processing, acquisition, etc. Most materials are housed in 
closed stack areas, which should be easily accessible for staff. 

Reading Areas/Reference Centers/Open Stacks _9,M3. 

Closed Stacks 16.816 

Conference Rooms 600 

Administration _32Z3. 

Professional Library— VO 12 

The professional library provides library materials, reference 
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services and consultation to individuals and groups studying problems 
related to the planning, management and operation of the Chicago Public 
Library System and other Library Science studies. The Professional 
Library must be conveniently located from a staff viewpoint and should 
have an informal, comfortable, quiet atmosphere. Proximity to 
administrative offices and meeting rooms and to the staff 
lounge/lunchroom would facilitate good usage of the Professional Library. 
Proximity to public service elevators is also essential. 

Reading Areas/Reference Centers/Open Stacks 2.412 

Administration 600 

Social Sciences Division— ft.3rft.5.2 

The Social Sciences Division is organized into two major units—the 
Social Science/History/Philosophy Information Center and the Education 
and Youth Services Information Center. Education and Youth Services is, in 
turn, organized into three semi-autonomous units: the Education 
Infomation Center, the Computer Connection, and the Children’s Library. 

To facilitate public service, the SSHP Center is divided into six 
functional areas: the SSHP Information Center, a Limited Access Study 
area, the Periodical Service area, the Traval Information Center, the 
Microform room, and the Patron Reading Room/Open Stack. Likewise, the 
EYS Infornmation Center is divided into four functional areas: the EYS 
Information Center reference service desk, the Periodicals Service area, the 
Microform room, and the Patron Reading Room/Open Stack. 

The Children's Library includes five distinct functional areas: the 
Orientation Center, the Parent/Toddler Reading area, the Patron 
Reference/Public Service area, the Children’s Learning Center, and the 
Puppet Theatre/Children’s Program room. 

Administration 6.&24 

Social Science/History/Philosophy: 

Reading Areas/Reference Centers/Open Stacks ^6.652 
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Closed Stacks 2,200 

Conference Rooms 600 

Education and Youth Services: 

Reading Areas/Reference Centers/Open Stacks 15.776 

Closed Stacks 740 

Conference Rooms 600 

Special Rooms _i,3.35 
Children's Library: 

Special Rooms i5,$25. 

Special Services Division-- 23,313. 

The Special Services Division plans and implements public 
programs and exhibits in the central library and schedules the building’s 
put& facilities for use. Since these functions require interaction with the 
put& as well as the staff, it is important that the office area be accessible 
to the public. It is also requested that the offices be located near the 
fadËs&s in which the programs and activities take place for closer 
coorfeation. 

Special Rooms 13,313. 

Conference Rooms 600 

Film/Video Center— 13,324 

The Film/Video Center handles scheduling, booking, and circulation 
of ma-print media. Included in its functions are pre-viewing of materials 
by &ff and patrons and scheduled programs for patrons in a fixed-seating 
aucEerium. The Film/Video Center can be located outside of the library 
"secHe” area. A preferable location would be close to the drive-up 
winSstf, which is heavily used by film patrons. 

Special Rooms 11.636 
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Administration ma. 

Special Collections Division— 6.000 

The Preservation Department of Special Collections Division will be 
concerned with the preservation and conservation needs of the entire 
Chicago Public Library System. Preservation is a high concern with all 
libraries as more and more librarians realize that their collections are 
deteriorating. The preservation department spaces have unique 
requirements for temperature, humidity and solar screening as well as fire 
protection and security surveillance. 

Special Rooms V>20 

Administration 480 

Operations— 116.980 

The administrative offices will be placed on an upper floor of the 
building, above the patron access floors. The floor should be readily 
reached by a series of public and freight elevators that bring staff and 
visitors to a prime reception area. Visitors to the administrative floor 
should be limited to a centralized area adjacent to the Board Room and 
Personnel Office. Security is an important element for the administrative 
floor, so primary cooridors must be capable of being secured beyon office 
hours. 

The Technical Services Department is the recipient of large 
quantities of books on a daily basis and must be maintained at a single 
location. Its adjacency to the building's dock is of paramount importance. 
Closeness to the shipping/recieving facilities would be advantagious. 

The Computer Services Department's prime requirements are its 
physical security and environmental control. Because the unit operates 
over a 24-hour period, its placement should be such that staff can readily 

reach the complex without compromising the security of the library. 
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Prime requirements for the Media Productions Department include 
a location in the building free of extraneous sound and vibration so that 
audio and video productions can be produced at high quality levels. Close 
proximity to the Library's theater complex should be considered. 

Administration S1.47Q 

Special Rooms 65.501 
Media Production 4,349 
Transportation 24,100 
Technical Services 25,731 
Computer Services 11,321 

Special Rooms and Spaces— 23,5JM» 

Public Typewriter Rental Room 43Ô 
This will be a vendor-run typewriter room for the use of the patrons. It 
must be located within the secure area of the library so that patrons can 
use library materials without checking them out 

Conference Rooms 
Large conference rooms (5) @450 
Small conference rooms (5) @250 

These conference rooms are located on each floor for use of the staff and 
patrons. They will be by reservation only. 

Public Smoking/Snack Area 725 

This small area is provided as a convenience for patrons. It should have a 
smoking and non-smoking section with a common vending area. 

Restaurant, Museum/Gift Shop, Bookstore 
Restaurant 6,000 
Museum/Gift Shop 4,000 
Bookstore 4,000 

The public restaurant—not a fast-food type—is envisioned as an area 
similar in concept to the concourse of the State of Illinois Building. The 
museum/gift shop should offer for sale items related to the library and 
library-related functions. The bookstore will be operated by a commercial 
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agency. 

Staff Lunchroom and Lounge 4,325 

The lunchroom is envisioned as a large room seperated into smoking and 
non-smoking areas with a common vending machine area and kitchen 
facilities. 

Drive-up Window 600 

The drive-up window is provided for pick-up and drop-off of library 
materials. It is used heavily by film users, so proximity to the Film/Video 
Center should be considered. 

Total Assigned Areas— 499.609 
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